LIBRA ELECTRONIC CYLINDER
The smart solution:
to open, control and manage the entries at your door
THE UTMOST EVOLUTION OF ISEO ELECTRONIC CYLINDER TOTALLY
CONCEIVED, DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED IN ITALY
Libra is the innovative electronic access control system developed and
created by ISEO for electronic access control. Thanks to its unique features, Libra represents the best solution for an access and security control
system for commercial, industrial and residential environments.

OPEN YOUR DOOR BY UNLOCKING LIBRA WITH YOUR SMARTPHONE….
Libra smart is designed to work in combination with the Argo App by ISEO, which enables any Bluetooth Smart Ready
smartphone unlock the door. Argo app and the software
upgrade are always free and automatic: once the upgrade
is available, it will be automatically installed on the product
from your phone.
Through Argo App, administrators can intuitively manage
the users’ rights to access the doors.
By just tapping Argo app on your smartphone, the Libra
electronic cylinder will be unblocked and grant the access
at the door where Libra is installed. Easy, simple and
secure!
… AND ALSO WITH TAGS AND CARDS
With the electronic control systems of the smart series, you can use as door keys also your apple watch, ISEO cards,
MIFARE cards and tags, and any NFC.
YOU CAN ADD MORE USERS AND RETRIEVE EVENTS LOGS
With Argo app, up to 300 users can be added, deleted and edited for extra functionalities by administrators, who
can also read out the last 1000 events of each door and send the report via e-mail.
WHY IS LIBRA ELECTRONIC CYLINDER BY ISEO THE BEST TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTION FOR ACCESS CONTROL?
 It can be installed on new doors in conjunction with any lock case with a European profile cylinder hole
 It can also be used as retrofit to existing doors by simply replacing any existing European profile
cylinder.
 It is battery operated (more than 3 years average lifetime guaranteed)

 It doesn’t require any wiring whatsoever providing flexibility and a quick, low cost and easy installation
solution.
 the Heavy Duty product version is the perfect solution for outdoor installation and for environments where
resistance against weathering and manipulation are needed.
 Fits perfectly in design environments.
 Is available in the version of Libra LE60 modular electronic cylinder by ISEO.

The flexible, easy to use, secure and stable LE60 platform by ISEO extends to Libra, which can be used with Argo
and V364 access control systems by ISEO.

 FAST INSTALLATION
Libra LE60 easily adapts to any door thickness and lock position with no need of preliminary door inspection.
You don’t need to know the required cylinder dimensions in advance.
 JUST IN TIME SOLUTION
Libra LE60 reduces the time and costs of service to customers providing an instant solution to customer’s
needs.
 MORE BUSINESS LESS STOCK
Libra LE60 enables many business opportunities with minimal stock.
Libra LE60 is based on the LE60 platform by ISEO allowing the use of the same assembling methodology and
tools of the mechanical modular systems for CSF and CSR cylinders series by ISEO.
CSF and CSR systems, are multiprofile solutions which assure customized security and flexibility and represent the
ideal solutions to manage complex hierarchical structures and control accesses. They are protected from
unauthorized key duplication, thanks to patented system and trademark.
combines F9 basic cylinders with top range F9000 mechatronic cylinders, which are available in
modular configuration, guaranteeing installation flexibility and time reduction for customer service.
Modular components for mechanical cylinders fit mechatronic cylinder F9000 too.
works with with reversible key
>> Scan the qr code or click the link below to discover more details of the product Libra smart by ISEO
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WITH MULTIBLINDO eMOTION BY ISEO
YOU CAN CHOOSE YOUR SECURITY AND COMFORT
The Multiblindo locks represent one of ISEO flagship
products, designed to be installed on high-security
metal doors. They have a wide array of uses, such as,
the protection of the entrance and exit doors of
homes, shops, companies, banks, laboratories,
shopping centres, health buildings, etc.
The Multiblindo platform is available in three
versions, which are characterised by increasing
levels of security
All Multiblindo can be installed on glass doors made
with reinforced aluminium or iron edging, blind
doors made with armoured steel or wood.

FREE: option recommended for free entrance business
activities (shopping malls, showrooms, etc.)

MULTIBLINDO eMOTION is a motorised and automatic
multipoint lock for high-resistance doors which can be
installed also on EI60 fire doors.
The peculiarity is the electronic opening control, which has
the possibility to be combined with an emergency or panic
exit device (anti-panic and emergency doors EN1125 and
EN179).
Multiblindo eMotion electromechanical automatic lock is the
TOTAL: locking option recommended for residential

use (private houses, flats, etc.)

perfect combination of security and comfort in any situation
and it is certified according EN14846 and prEN15685
European standards.

The lock can be used not only with normal keys but also with the latest electronic control access systems.
From the outside it operates by key or the most advanced electronic access control systems: fingerscan, keyboard,
transponder, PIN-code. From the inside, it operates electronically in a simple and fast way through a normal
keyboard.

Multiblindo eMotion is equipped with a special system, which monitors the door status and sends opening and
closing sound signals, which can be set or completely excluded by the end user. In addition, the user can set the
time span between the opening pulse and the automatic relocking of the door.
Multiblindo eMotion ensures top-level intrusion protection; it doesn’t lose the settings in case of a blackout and,
if necessary, it always assures the mechanical key or handle action.
It has three options allowing an instant opening as well as to choose the automatic relocking mode according
to the user’s security requirements. It is operated through an electronic control for all the settings. The user can set
the time span between the opening pulse and the automatic relocking of the door.
Total. When pressing the pushbutton the door opens and a sound signal is produced. When it
closes, Multiblindo eMotion will automatically trigger the latchbolt and deadbolts: the sound
feedback will indicate the total locking. Total security: this setting ensures your door the highest
security.
Light. When pressing the pushbutton the door opens and a sound signal is produced. When it
closes, Multiblindo eMotion will automatically trigger the latchbolt only: a different and more flexible
security level for a partial and fast locking.
Free. With this setting, Multiblindo eMotion keeps the latchbolt and deadbolts completely unlocked:
the door will stay in a free-opening status, in the classic hold-open situation. Total freedom ensuring
a free access both from inside and outside until a new setting is given.
The security system is completed by a wide range of European profile cylinders by ISEO that meet the strictest
security standards.
Multiblindo eMotion is the easiest way to make your door safer
>> Scan the qr code or click the link below to discover more details of the product Multiblindo eMotion by ISEO
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